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(Communicated by Bert E. Fristedt)

ABSTRACT. We settle two conjectures of Taylor about the positivity of the

densities p(t, x) of a drift-free, nondegenerate, stable process on d-dimensional

Euclidean space Rd starting at the origin. If 0 < a < 1 and p(l,0) = 0, we

show that {x: p{t,x) > 0 for some t > 0} is an open convex cone with vertex

0 and that p(t, x) > 0 for all í > 0 for each x in this cone. If a = 1 we show

that p(t,x) > 0 for all í > 0 and all x € Rd.

A drift-free stable process X(t) on ri-dimensional Euclidean space starting at the

origin is a process having stationary independent increments with log characteristic

function of the form — A£|z|a / Wa(z, 9) p(d6), where A > 0 and p is an arbitrary

finite nonzero measure on the unit sphere. The parameter a G (0,2], and

Wa(z,6) =   1 -¿sgn(¿ -0)tan i^J Or#l,

w9

We will call the measure p the sphere measure of the process and let X(t) be

the associated d-dimensional process. Let S(p) be the support of p. Ii S(p) lies

on a great circle of the sphere (i.e. if S(p) is on a hyperplane through the origin)

the distribution of X(t) is degenerate. Otherwise, it has a bounded continuous

density p(t,x). Let do be the dimension of the smallest subspace containing S(p).

Then the process may be viewed as one on Rd° where it is nondegenerate and thus

has a bounded continuous density. Our purpose in this paper is to investigate the

positivity properties of p(t, x) and to settle two conjectures of Taylor [2] about these

densities.

In [2] Taylor classified nondegenerate stable processes into two types. A process

is type A iff p(l,0) > 0; otherwise the process is type B. In [1] Port showed

that every nondegenerate process of Type A with a ^ 1 has the property that

p(t,x) > 0 for all í > 0 and all x G Rd. Taylor [2] showed that for a ■£ 1 a

nondegenerate stable process is Type B iff 0 < a < 1 and S(p) is contained in some

closed hemisphere. He also showed that the interior K of the closed convex cone

with vertex 0 generated by S(p) is exactly {x: p(t,x) > 0 for some t > 0}. He

conjectured that in fact p(t,x) > 0 for all t > 0, x G K. Our first theorem asserts

that this conjecture is correct.
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THEOREM 1. Let 0 < a < 1 and assume S(p) is contained in a hemisphere

and does not lie on a great circle. Then the stable process on Rd having sphere

measure p has densities p(t,x) on Rd such that p(t,x) > 0 for all t > 0 for each x

in the interior K of the convex cone with vertex 0 generated by S(p). For x £ K,

p(t,x) =0 for all t > 0.

The processes with a = 1 are called Cauchy processes. It is known that all such

processes in R1 have densities that are strictly positive for all x and t > 0. In [2]

Taylor conjectured that this was also the case in Rd. Our second result is that this

conjecture is true.

THEOREM 2. Let X(t) be a nondegenerate Cauchy process on Rd. Then the

densities p(t, x) > 0 for all t > 0 and all x G Rd.

Years ago one of the authors told the late J. Folkman of Taylor's first conjecture.

Folkman informed that author that he thought he could prove the conjecture by

a geometric argument using induction on the dimension, but supplied no further

details. Since our proof does not proceed by induction and uses the processes in an

essential way it seems that it must be different from what Folkman had in mind.

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. The densities p(t, x) satisfy the basic scaling relation-

ship

(1) p(t,x)=p(rt,r1/ax)rd/a

for all r, t > 0 and x G Rd. They also satisfy the semigroup property

(2) p(t + s,z) =  I p(t,z — x)p(s,x)dx

for all z,t > 0. Let S(t) = {x: p(t,x) > 0} and let S = S(l). Then (1) shows that

S(t) — tllaS. Now (2) and the continuity of the densities show that for all t, r > 0

(3) S(t + r) = S(t) + S(r).

Combined, we find that for all t, r > 0

(4) (t + r)^aS = t1/aS + r1/aS.

It follows from (4) and S(t) = tl/aS that K = {Jt>0S(t) is an open convex cone

with vertex 0. Taylor [2] has shown that this cone is exactly the interior of the

closed convex cone with vertex 0 generated by S(p). The assertion of Theorem 1 is

equivalent to S = K. This will follow at once if we can show that S is a cone. Note

that under the assumptions of Theorem 1, p(l, 0) = 0. By (1), p(t, 0) = p(l, 0)i_d/a!.

Hence 0^ K.

Now K, the closure of K, is a closed cone contained in some closed half-space.

We will call a closed cone C "-pointed iff C\{0} is contained in an open half-space.

Our first result is that if Theorem 1 holds for all processes such that K is '-pointed,

then it holds for all processes satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 1.

LEMMA 1. Assume that the assertions of Theorem 1 are valid for processes such

that K is *-pointed.  Then Theorem 1 holds in general.

PROOF. As before S(p) is the support of /¿. By hypothesis, it is not con-

tained on a great circle (i.e. S(p) does not lie on a hyperplane through the origin).
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Consequently, S(p) has at least d points. Pick xi,... ,Xd-i G S(p). These de-

termine a unique great circle. There must be another point x¿ G S(p) not on

this great circle. Hence x\,... ,x,¡ lie on no great circle and thus the plane through

Xi,..., xa cannot contain the origin. Hence 21,..., z<¿ are in some open hemisphere

as is the closure of a small (spherical) neighborhood Di of {x\,... ,Xd). Let p\

be the restriction of p to D\ and let K\ be the closed convex cone generated by

S(pi). Then K\ is '-pointed and the process having sphere measure /¿i is non-

degenerate. Let D<¿,..., Dr be other sets such that Di C\ S(p) ^ 0, D\,..., Dr

partition S(p), and each Dt lies in some open hemisphere (generally depending on

i). Let /ij be the restriction of p to Z?¿ and let Ki be the convex cone generated by

S(pi). Then each Ki is '-pointed. It can happen however that the process X¿(¿)

having sphere measure /¿¿ is degenerate. Assume that processes X2,...,Xro are

nondegenerate and that processes Xro+i,... ,Xr are degenerate. Since the /¿¿ are

concentrated on disjoint sets and p = J2l*-i the processes Xi,... ,Xr are indepen-

dent, and X(i) = Xi (t) + ■ ■ ■ + Xr(t). By assumption Theorem 1 holds for the

processes Xi,...,Xr„. Let J be the convex cone generated by S(pi + ■■• + pro),

J the interior of 7. Let Y(t) = X^t) + ■ ■ ■ + Xro(t). Then Y(t) has a density

q(t,x) and each X¿(í) has a density p¿(£, x). lî y G J then q(t,y) > 0 for some t.

Hence 3x\,... ,xro such that p¿(f,x¿) > 0 and zi -I-1- xTo — y. Since Theorem 1

holds for each Xt, 1 < i < rn, pi(s,Xi) > 0 for all s > 0 and hence q(s,y) > 0 for

all s > 0. Thus Theorem 1 is valid for the process Y(t). Consider the process X¿

for i = rp + l,...,r. Let its degenerate distribution on Rd be Fi(t,dx) and let d¿

be the dimension of the smallest subspace containing K{. Then Ki is a '-pointed

cone in Rdi and the process on Rdi having sphere measure /¿¿ is nondegenerate.

Consequently, by our assumption it has a density that is positive for all t for all

points in Ki, the interior of Ki.   But then, Ki is the support of Fi(t,dx) for all

t > 0. Let Z(t) = Xro+1(i) H-h Xr(t). Since all X¿(í) have common support for

all t, the distributions F(t,dx) of Z(t) also have common support for all t.  Now

X(t) = Y(t) + Z(t) and Y,Z are independent. Let z G K. Then p(t,z) > 0 for

some t. Since

p(t, z) =      q(t, z - x)F(t, dx),

it must be that there is an x in the support of F(t, dx) such that q(t, z — x) > 0.

But then q(s, z — x) > 0 for all s, and x is in the support of F(s, dx) for all s. Hence

p(s, z) > 0 for all s > 0. This shows that Theorem 1 holds in general.

The proof of the '-pointed case is based on three lemmas. As a preliminary to

the first, we consider the special case of (4) with r + t = 1. This shows that for

0< r < 1

(5) r1/aS + (l-r)1/aS = S.

LetxGS. Then (5) shows [rl/a + (1 -r)l/a}x G S. Since a < 1, [r1/Q + (l -r)1/"]

has a minimum in (0,1). Hence there is a A0, 0 < A0 < 1, such that Xx G S for all

A. Ao < A < 1. By iteration, Xx G S for all 0 < A < 1. Let S be the closure of S.

It easily follows that

(6) r1/Q5+(l-r)1/a5Ç5
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and proceeding as above we find that if x G S, then the closed segment connecting

a; to 0 is also in S.

LEMMA 2.   Let T be a subset of the half-line [0, oo) satisfying the relationship

rl/aT + t1/aT=(r + t)1/aT, r,t > 0.

Then either T is empty, {0} or T D (0, oo).

PROOF. Assume 3x ^ 0 in T. Then Xx G T for all 0 < A < 1. Suppose

T is bounded above. Let a be its least upper bound. Take y G T such that

2l'ay > 2a. Taking r = t = 1 we see that T + T = 21/QT. Hence 3x, z G T such

that x + z = 2llay. But x < a, z < a => x + z <2a, a contradiction. Hence T is

not bounded and thus T 2 (0, oo).

The projection of 5 onto any ray is a one-dimensional set having the required

property of Lemma 2. This fact implies that 5 and indeed any nonvoid intersection

of S with a half-space must contain points of arbitrarily large norm.

LEMMA 3. Let p satisfy the requirements of Theorem 1 and assume additionally

that K is a '-pointed cone.  Then S is a closed convex cone.

PROOF. For n - 1,2,..., let

An = {x/\x\ : x G S, \x\> n).

Our discussion above implies that An is nonempty. We observe that if z G S then

Xx G S for all A G [0,1]. It follows that we may rewrite An as

An = {x/\x\ : x G S, }x\ = n}.

It easily follows from this representation that An is compact. Since the sequence

Ai, A2, ■ ■ ■ is nested decreasing, there is a common point e G A = f]n An. But then

ne G S for all n = 1, 2,..., and thus the ray {Ae} Ç 5. Consequently, the set S*

of all rays in S is nonempty. We will next show that it is a closed convex cone.

The argument above shows that the closed cone generated by A contains S* and

obviously S* contains the closed cone generated by A. Hence S* is the closed cone

generated by A. As to convexity it follows from (6) that if x, y G S then so does

the arc rl/ax + (1 - r)l/ay, 0 < r < 1. Thus, if two rays lie in S*, then all arcs,

and hence all line segments connecting them, lie in S*.

It remains to show that S* = S, or what is the same that S Ç S*. Suppose

that there is an x G S that is not in S*. In deriving a contradiction we show

there is a separating hyperplane H* (through the origin) which places x in one

open half-space and S*\{0} is in the other open half-space. Since S* Ç S Ç K

and K is '-pointed, S* is '-pointed. Its spherical image A thus lies in an open

hemisphere, and by assumption it is at a positive distance from x/\x\. Then a

standard separation result yields the desired hyperplane H*, which supports S*

and which places x in an open half-space of H*. It follows that 5*\{0} lies in

the other open half-space. Let H+ be the half-space containing x. Observe that

H+ flS/0 and consequently

Bn = {y/}y\:yGH+nS, }y}>n}

is nonempty for all n = 1,2,_   The Bn form a nested decreasing sequence of

nonempty compact sets and arguing as with the An we can conclude that i/+

contains a ray in S. But H+ n S* = {0} which is a contradiction. Hence S* = S.
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LEMMA 4.   The interior of S is S.

PROOF. Let So be the interior of S. To show that S = So, or equivalently,

So Ç S it is enough to show that any z G So can be written as

(7) z = r^ax+(l-r)^a^y

for some r G (0,1) and x,y G S. With such a z given, fix x0 G S and define

(8) y(x) = (1 - r)~1/az - (r/(l - r)Y'ax.

Since lim7-_o(l _ r)~1^az - (r/1 - r)llax = z and z G So, it must be the case that

y(xo) G S0 for some r > 0, which we now fix in (8). Observe that y(-) maps an

open ball centered at xq onto a ball of center y(xc¡) G So Ç. S. Thus the image ball

must contain a point y(x) of S. Since S is open, we can choose a ball of center xo

all of whose points are in S. Then x and y(x) satisfy (7).

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Since S is a convex cone, its interior So is a convex

cone. Lemma 4 shows S = So- Hence S is a convex cone, and this establishes

Theorem 1 for K a '-pointed cone. Lemma 1 now shows that the statement of

Theorem 1 is true in general.

PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Let a = ¡0p(d9). The densities of the Cauchy

processes satisfy the scaling relationship.

(9) p(t, x) = t~dp(l, x/t - ((2/tt) In t)a).

Let S(t) = {x: p(t,x) > 0} and let S = S(l). Then it follows from (9) that

(10) S{t) = tS + a(2/ir)tlnt.

The semigroup property shows that for ii,..., tm > 0

(11) S(h +• • • + tm) = S(h) + ■■■ + S(tm).

From (10) and (11) we find

(12) S = «iSH-\-tmS+ l -Y^lnfj ) a
Vt^i J

for all U > 0, YT=i *• = L Let b = (-(2/71") him)a and

m

g(ti,...,tm) = -Jjíilníj/lnm.
i=i

Then (12) is the same as

m

(13) S = ^ttS + g(t1,...,tm)b,

i=\

or, equivalently,

m

(14) ^tiS = S-g{tu...,tm)b.
i=i

Let m = ri + 1. Carathéodory's theorem then shows that the union over all

ii,..., im, i, > 0, X3 ij = 1 of the sets on the LHS of (14) is just the convex hull of
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S (conv(S)). Since g is continuous with maximum 1 and minimum 0 the union over

all such tt of the sets on the RHS of (14) is just S — L, where L = {Xb: 0 < A < 1}.

Hence

(15) conv(S) = S - L.

Since L is compact S — L = S — L. Thus

(16) conv(S) = S -L.

Now the projection of S onto any line is the entire line. Indeed, for any unit vector

e the process e • Xi is a one-dimensional Cauchy variable, and hence has strictly

positive density. This density is produced by integrating p(l, x) over the hyperplane

through 0 orthogonal to e. Thus for any point x in the space spanned by e there

must be points in S whose projection onto this space is x. Hence the projection

of conv(S) onto any line is the entire line. This implies that conv(S) = Rd. [For

suppose 3x $l conv(S). There is then a support hyperplane such that conv(S)

is in one half-space and x is in the interior of the other half-space. But then

the projection of conv(S) onto the line in the direction of the normal to support

hyperplane through x cannot be the entire line.] From (16) we conclude that

S — L = Rd. Using (13) for m = 2 we find that if x G S, then so does x + g(ti,t2)b

for all ii, Í2 > 0, ii -f Í2 = 1. As g has maximum 1 at ii = Í2 = \ and minimum

0 at ii — 0 or 1, we can conclude that S + L Ç S. Thus S + L C S. Let

z G Rd. Since S - L = Rd, we can find A G [0,1] so that z + Xb G S. Hence

z + b = (z + Xb) + (1 - X)b G S. Thus Rd = Rd + bÇS. Hence Rd = S.

We finally show that S = Rd. Let x G S, z G Rd, and let

dr) «*)-r-,:-r-rx-r1rb'l — r      1 — r        1—r

where g(r) = -((rlnr) + (1 -r)ln(l -r))/ln2. Then

(18) rx+ (1 -r)y + g(r)b = z.

Let xo G S. The fonction y in (17) maps a ball of center xq onto a ball of center

y(xo). Since S = Rd there must be a point of S in the image ball. Hence by selecting

a sufficiently small ball about xq (recall S is open) we obtain points x, y(x) G S

satisfying (18). Then (13) for n = 2 shows z G S. Hence S = Rd.

Query. Our proof of Theorem 1 heavily uses the basic property (4). Using that

property and a strictly geometric argument we showed that if S is known to be

contained in a '-pointed cone, then S itself is a convex cone. The general case

depends on Lemma 1 which uses further properties of the process. It would be of

interest to have a purely geometric proof. That is, if S is an open subset of Rd and

satisfies (4) for all r, t > 0, is S a convex cone with vertex 0? The argument used

in [1] to establish Theorem 1 shows that if 0 G S and S satisfies (4), then S = Rd.

Thus the case when 0 ^ S and S is not contained in a *-pointed cone awaits a

purely geometric argument.
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